
 BERTH SCOUR PROTECTION 



Ports & Harbors 
 
As   today’s   ports,   harbors,   and   waterways   prepare   for   tomorrow’s  megaships.  
Improvements and expansion of port infrastructure require informed strategies 
and careful planning for successful implementation.  In a time of increasingly 
stringent land, regulatory, and environmental requirements, Synthetex provides 
clear solutions to help our clients meet their scour and erosion prevention re-
quirements. 

 
 PORTS AND HARBORS 

RELATED PROJECTS 
 
Port Canaveral 
Port Canaveral, Florida USA 
 
Port of Houston, 
Houston, Texas USA 
 
Ben Schoeman Quay Refurbishment 
Port of Cape Town  
Republic of South Africa 
 
Reconstruction of Berth 2 Quay Slope 
Protection 
Durban,  Republic of South Africa 
 
Optimization of Berths 1 – 3 Quay Slope 
Protection 
Walvis Bay, Republic of Namibia 
 
Quay Protection 
Port Lome, Togo 



PROJECT DETAILS 
Project Cruise Terminals 

Owner Brevard County 
Operator Canaveral Port Authority 
Engineer CH2M Hill 

 
Contractor Various 

DETAILS  
Year of Installation 2000 - 2010 
Hydrotex™  Style Articulating Block AB600, 

AB800 and AB1200 
Quantity Installed 500,000 SF 

Port of Houston Authority 
Houston, Texas (USA) 

PROJECT DETAILS 
Project Barbours  Cut Terminal 

Owner City of Houston 
Operator Port of Houston Authority 
Engineer Dannenbaum Engineering 

Contractor Zackry Construction 
DETAILS  

Year of Installation 2005 
Hydrotex™  Style Articulating Block - AB600, 

AB800 and AB1200 
Quantity Installed 200,000 SF 

Canaveral Port Authority 
Brevard County, Florida (USA) 



Port of Cape Town 
Republic of South Africa 

PROJECT DETAILS 
Project Ben Schoeman Quay  

Refurbishment 
Owner City of Cape Town 
Operator Transnet National Port Authority 
Engineer ZAA Engineering Projects & Naval 

Architecture (Pvt) Ltd. 
Contractor WBHO – Cape Division 

DETAILS  
Year of Installation 2008—2010 
Hydrotex™  Style Articulating Block - AB1000 and 

AB1200 
Quantity Installed 200,000 SF 

Port of Durban 
Republic of South Africa 

PROJECT DETAILS 
Project Reconstruction of Berth Quay 

Slope Protection 
Owner City of Durban 
Operator Transnet National Port Authority 
Engineer WML Coast (Pvt) Ltd. 

Contractor Stefanutti Stocks Marine 
DETAILS  

Year of Installation 2008—2010 
Hydrotex™  Style Articulating Block - AB800 

Quantity Installed 50,000 SF 



Port of Walvis Bay 
Republic of Namibia 

PROJECT DETAILS 
Project Optimization of Berths 1 – 3 Quay 

Slope Protection 

Owner Namibian Port Authority 
Operator Transnet National Port Authority 
Engineer WML Coast (Pvt) Ltd. 

Contractor Stefanutti Stocks Marine 
DETAILS  

Year of Installation 2010 
Hydrotex™  Style Articulating Block - AB1200 

Quantity Installed 50,000 SF 

Port Lome  
Togolese Republic 

PROJECT DETAILS 
Project Quay Protection Togo Terminal 

Owner Port Autonome de Lome 
Operator Groupement Soletanche Bachy /

Sogea / EMCC 
Engineer Groupement Soletanche Bachy /

Sogea / EMCC 
Contractor Norfolk Marine 

DETAILS  
Year of Installation 2013 
Hydrotex™  Style Articulating Block - US800/AB800 

Quantity Installed 105,000 SF 



 
In recent years, a dramatic increases in ship dimensions and installed engine power, the 
introduction of new types of special purpose ships such as roll-on/roll-of, ferries, and con-
tainer ships have cause damage which in many cases threatens to undermine berth 
structures. Vessel jets of these types of ships can change flow area and cause erosion 
and scour around foundation of berth structures. Due to the damage to berth structures, 
maintenance and repair cost have increase and also caused management losses. Vessel 
jet induced flow areas, around berth structures, during ship berthing and un-berthing op-
erations, are extremely important factors for the port structural design.  
 
The problem of propeller jet induced erosion has significantly risen during the last three 
decades due to the increase in ship maneuverability. Therefore, propeller induced scour 
needs to be considered in the design of the quay structures.  
 
x� Conventional propeller 
x� Azimuthal propeller   
x� Bow thruster 
 
Erosion caused by strong flows generated by vessel propulsion systems have become 
significantly importance to protect the bed around the piles and in the design of armored 
slopes under open piled quay structures. For example, velocities at propeller jets at the 
exits of propellers can be 11 to 12 m/s with resulting bed velocities from 3 to 4 m/s. De-
pending on circumstances, the average depth of scour could reach as much as 0.5m per 
month and may be more.  

BERTH SCOUR PROTECTION 

Conventional Propeller 

Azimuthal Propeller 

Bow Thruster 



Conventional Propeller 

A  ship’s  propeller  is  a  type  of  fan  that  transmits  power  by  converting  rotational motion into 
thrust. A pressure difference is produced between the forward and rear surfaces of the air-
foil-shaped blade, and a water is accelerated behind the blade. Propeller dynamics can be 
modeled   by   both  Bernulli’s   principal   and  Newton’s   third   law.   A  marine   propeller   is   some-
times colloquially known as a screw propeller or screw. 

 

Azimuthal Thruster 

An azimuth thruster is a configuration of ship propellers placed in pods that can be rotated 
in any horizontal direction, making a rudder unnecessary. These give ships better maneu-
verability than a fixed propeller and rudder system. 

 

 

Bow Thruster 

A bow thruster or stern thruster is a transversal propulsion device built into either the bow or 
stern, of a ship, to make it more maneuverable. Bow thrusters make docking easier, since 
they allow the captain to turn the vessel to port or starboard side, without using the main 
propulsion mechanism which requires some forward motion. A stern thruster is of the same 
principle, fitted at the stern. Large ships might have multiple bow thrusters and stern thrust-
ers. 

HYDROTEX™ BERTH SCOUR PROTECTION (Cont.) 



Berth Scour Aprons 
 
Hydrotex™  Fabric  formed  Concrete  Mattresses  protect  quays  structures  against: 
 
Propeller Scour 
Azimuthal Propeller Scour 
Bow Thruster Scour 
   
The associated scour profile at the asymptotic condition, which can be expressed by a combination of three polynomi-
als, comprises (1) a small scour hole beneath the propeller, (2) a primary scour hole downstream of the small scour 
hole, and (3) a deposition mound farther downstream of the primary scour hole. The time-dependent maximum scour 
depth induced by propeller jets is closely related to the densimetric Froude number, a reference time scale, offset 
height relative to the propeller diameter, and sediment size.  
 
Hydrotex™ Concrete Mattress Systems 
 
x� Installed underwater by pumping fine aggregate concrete into specially designed concrete mattresses. 
x� Resistant to the high velocities and shear stresses (in excess of 78 lbs/ft2 ) generated by vessel propulsion systems. 
x� More stable than stone apron protection. Concrete mattresses are durable, heavy built, and interlocking protection 

and are not displaced as individual elements, as so with stone aprons. 
x� Available in Articulating Block, Filter Point or Uniform Section styles.  
x�Controlled  thickness  of  6”,  8”,  10”  and  12”. 
x� Designed to suite conditions. 
x� Lower mattress thickness than stone aprons. 

HYDROTEX™ BERTH SCOUR PROTECTION (Cont.) 



BERTH SCOUR PROTECTION 

Distance Above the Bottom 
 
The distance of the propeller or jet above the seabed is calcu-
lated based on immersion values provided with the vessel en-
gine and power plant data. For propellers, immersion is the dis-
tance from the propeller centerline to the water surface The 
immersion is subtracted from the water depth to determine the 
distance from the propeller to the seabed for the purpose of 
calculations. Depth plus half the diameter of the jet is sub-
tracted from the water depth to determine the distance of the 
jet above the bottom. 
 
Propeller and Bow Thruster Calculations 
 
The flow field is broken down into a zone of flow establishment 
and the zone of established flow. The dividing line between 
these two zones is at the point of maximum contraction of the 
jet, with a diameter of Dp and a flow velocity of ue. The maxi-
mum velocity, umax, at a distance, Zp, from the propeller is lo-
cated along the centerline of the jet. ux,r is the velocity distribu-
tion radially from the centerline of the jet . 
 

Scour Potential 
 
The potential for scour is evaluated based on calculated bottom 
velocities for vessels under power approaching the area and dur-
ing berthing operations. 
 
Calculation of Bottom Velocities 
 
Calculation of bottom velocities caused by ship propellers or jets 
requires: 
 
x� Definition of power delivered to the propulsion system; 
 
x� Definition of water depth and distance of the propeller or jet 

above the seabed, and 
 
•   Dimensions of propellers and/or jets for each vessel, and 
 Calculation of the flow field behind the jet. 
 
Power Used for Maneuvering 
 
The amount of power supplied to the propeller or jet to execute 
various maneuvers determines the thrust generated and velocity 
of the flow in the jet. 
 
Water Depths 
 
Water depths in areas near the berths generally range from ap-
proximately -20 ft MLLW to –60 ft 
MLLW.  



HYDROTEX™  Fabric Formed Concrete Systems 
 

Hydrotex™   Fabric   Formed   Concrete   Systems   have   been   used   in   millions   of  
square metres of installations worldwide; many in the most sever hydraulic, geo-
technical and environmental conditions. In the process, they have established a 
new benchmark in erosion, scour and containment protection by outperforming 
traditional stone rip-rap, precast concrete blocks, and gabions and .  
Hydrotex fabric formed concrete mattresses are generally used in lieu of stone rip 
rap or gabions due to their lower cost and higher hydraulic performance. Thou-
sands of installations and extensive flume testing have proven that Hydrotex fab-
ric formed concrete systems outperform all alternatives. Hydrotex Concrete Mat-
tresses with permissible shear stress in excess of 2.87 kN/m2, provide the high 
degree of stability needed to resist the stresses associated with conventional and 
aziuthal propellers, bow thrusters and Ro Ro Fast Ferry jets. Hydrotex fabric 
formed concrete mattresses have greater hydraulic efficiency than stone rip-rap, 
precast blocks and gabions, because of several factors. They can mitigate uplift 
forces due to outflow and excess pore water pressure, reduce hydraulic uplift by 
slowing velocities, and conform to soil contours to reduce the potential for scour. 
Hydrotex™   Concrete   Mattresses   protect geosynthetic liners from mechanical 
damage and exposure to UV light. These self-supporting, high strength mat-
tresses permit construction on steep side slopes and replace the conventional 
use of stone on slopes. Placement of the forms and concrete filling can be per-
formed above and below water without the use of equipment on the mattresses.  
 

HYDROTEX™ and HYDROCAST™ PRODUCTS 



Articulating Block (AB) Concrete  
Mattresses 
 

Hydrotex™   Articulating Block Concrete Mattresses 
form cable-reinforced concrete block that resist ero-
sion and scour forces. They are constructed where  
revetment and scour aprons are exposed to propel-
ler induced high velocity flow and shear stress, and  
frontal attack by currents and wave action.  

 
The Articulating Concrete Mattresses consists of a matrix of concrete 
blocks interconnect by high strength revetment cables, that are factory  
installed between and through the blocks. The cables link the blocks 
together and facilitate articulation. 

 
 

HYDROTEX™ PRODUCTS  

ARTICULATING BLOCK (AB) CONCRETE MATTRESSES 
 Units AB600 AB800 AB1000 AB1200 
Physical Properties      
Average Thickness in  6.0 8.0 10.0 12/0 
Mass Per Unit Area lb/ft2 68.0 90.0 113.0 135.0 

Hydraulic Design Properties          

Shear Resistance lb/ft2  39.0 52.0 65.0 78.0 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HYDROTEX™ PRODUCTS (Cont.) 

Uniform Section (US) Concrete  
Mattresses 
 

Uniform Section Concrete Mattresses are similar to 
traditional concrete slope paving. They create a 
solid, high quality concrete mattress with a relatively 
uniform cross section. They are constructed where  
revetment and scour aprons are exposed to propeller 

induced high velocity flow and shear stress, and  frontal attack by cur-
rents and wave action. These mattresses are also used to reduce the 
exfiltration of contaminated soils and aggressive waste out of em-
bankments and sloped revetments.  

UNIFORM SECTION (US) CONCRETE MATTRESSES 
 Units US600 US800 US1000 US1200 
Physical Properties      
Average Thickness in  6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 
Mass Per Unit Area lb/ft2 68.0 90.0 113.0 135.0 

Hydraulic Design Properties          

Shear Resistance lb/ft2  28.0 37.0 46.0 56.0 



 

HYDROTEX™ PRODUCTS (Cont.) 

Filter Point (FP) Concrete Mattresses 
 

Filter Point Concrete Mattresses with filtration 
points (drains) provide erosion resistant, per-
meable concrete mattresses for revetments, 
and scour aprons other port and harbor ar-
eas. Filter Point Concrete Mattresses have a 
cobbled surface and a relatively high coeffi-
cient of hydraulic friction in order to achieve 
lower flow velocities and to reduce wave run-

up. The filtration points provide for the relief of hydrostatic uplift pres-
sures, increasing the system’s stability. 

 

FILTER POINT  (FP) CONCRETE MATTRESSES 
 Units FP600 FP800 FP1000 FP1200 
Physical Properties      
Average Thickness in  6.0 8.0 10.0 12.0 
Mass Per Unit Area lb/ft2 68.0 90.0 113.0 135.0 
Hydraulic Design Proper-
ties 

         

Shear Resistance lb/ft2  30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 



 

 

HYDROCAST™ PRODUCTS 

 

HYDROCAST™  Fabric Formed Concrete 
Systems 

Hydrocast™  Fabric  Forms  provide  an  effective   forming  system   for   casting  
large concrete armor units in place, underwater or in-the-dry. Fabric formed 
concrete armor units meet the requirements for a reliable and economical 
cast-in-place alternative to heavy quarry stone (rip rap) or large precast con-
crete blocks.  They are used for the construction and repair of erosion con-
trol structures such as spillway aprons, breakwaters, dikes, seawalls, groins, 
and jetties as well as for foundation structures (such as underwater pipe-
lines), and footing supports.  
 
When filled with a fine aggregate or conventional concrete they form individ-
ual units that assume a defined geometric shape. The concrete is pumped 
under pressure, resulting in rapid concrete stiffening and improved concrete 
properties. They have the required mass and stability to withstand the se-
vere forces of large storm waves and rapidly flowing water. The concrete 
armor units may be placed side-by-side or stacked to form an inherently in-
terlocked structure.  Since they are concrete filled in-situ, they can adapt to 
variations in the subgrade or bottom contours. 



Port of Cape Town 



Port of Durban 



 
 
 











Applications 










